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The Border Land is evolved from political borders whose purpose was to create division.
The Border Land possesses width and depth, is a 3-dimensional space of physical presence.
The Border Land is a zone of exception independent from the entities it sets out to separate. 
The Border Land is anarchic, free of formal rules and regulations and thus free for interpretation.
The Border Land deliberately distinguishes from and openly challenges the existing political and 
social norms.
The Border Land promotes unrestricted possibilities of exchange both in material and intellectual 
forms as the apparatus for the dissolution of division.
The Border Land advocates a perpetual “in-between status” that becomes so substantial as to be 
able to register its new identity.
[THE BORDER LAND MANIFESTO]
1.1 Border as a HARD LINE
1.2 Border as a ZONE
1.
BORDER PHENOMENA
“ We live in a time and space in which borders, both literal and 
figurative, exist everywhere. A border maps limits; it keeps people 
in and out of an area; it marks the ending of a safe zone and the 
begining of an unsafe zone.
To confront a border and, more so, to cross a border presumes great 
risk. In general people fear and are afraid to cross borders. People 
cling to the dream of utopia and fail to recognize that they create and 
live in heterotopia.”
“ A boundary is not that at which something stops, but as the Greeks 
recognized, the boundary is that from which something begins its 
presencing.”
“ Border politics construct border architectures and new border 
architectures construct new border politics.”
Border  n.
a: a line separating one country or state from another
b: a boundary between places
Borderline  n.
a line of demarcation
Borderland  n.
a: the land on either side of a border between countries
b: an unclear state or condition that is between two things and 
is like each of them in some ways
BORDER PHENOMENA BORDER AS A HARD LINE
 Border is commonly defined as a barrier or a dividing line that separates one from another. 
It is often associated with the concept of exclusion, marginalization and integration. Border provides 
structure to the city and at the same time identity, implying the dual function of separating and con-
necting. We often think of border in terms of defining other space, but usually not as a space catego-
ry itself. In the space of border, architecture is constantly exposed to the issues of flow, control, se-
curity, identity and belonging. The scale of these issues can range from geopolitical to liminal space. 
Compared to the city center, the status of the border keeps changing dependent on the relationship 
between the two countries or areas. It simultaneously projects the local conditions in political, eco-
nomic, and social realms within an increasingly globalized world.
 This thesis aims to explore the issue of the conceptual space for the establishment of differ-
ence: the border, in both literal and phenomenal term. What can architecture do to change the way we 
perceive borders. How can the border politics construct border architecture and can the new border 
architecture in another way result in new border politics. How can we transform the indeterminate 
nature of the border from a threshold that demarcates into a new in between landscape typology that 
mediates between the need for quality space of hosted events and influences and security?
BORDER PHENOMENA
Fig 1.1: The Berlin Wall that divided Berlin from 1961 to 1989. It symbolize the “Iron Curtain” 
that separated Western Europe and the Eastern Bloc during
the Cold War. Photo: chatelaine.com
Fig 1.3: The border between Israel and Palestine: the Israeli West Bank Wall which is
a separation barrier of concrete wall with electrified fencing built by Israel
Photo: http://america.aljazeera.com/
Fig 1.5: The confrontational border of North Korea/South Korea.
Photo: via josephreaney.com
Fig 1.6: The US-Canadian border that was demarcated by a 20 foot gap in foliage
that runs the length of the 49th parallel across fields and mountains alike.
Photo: b16dyr via flickr.com
Fig 1.4: The border between Haiti and Dominican Republic that was
shaped by different national policies on harvesting the natural environment
Photo: Harm de Blij via conceptcaching.com
Fig 1.2: The Inner German Border: a strip of vegetation where the old defenses used to cut across 
the landscape.
Photo:environmentandsociety.org
BORDER AS A HARD LINE
 The demarcation of every border has its particular background. This is a collection of borders 
around the world that are now, or were in the past, subject to either political tension and policy or 
what their architectural character was.
- The Berlin Wall that divided Germany into two countries
- The Israeli West Bank Wall
- Korean Demilitarized Zone to serve as buffer zone between North and South Korea
- The Inner German Border
- The border between Haiti and Dominican Republic
- The green strip foliage gap between the US and Canada
There are two major scenarios of border transformation in contemporary politics: Dissolution and 
Reinforcement. With the fall of the Iron Curtain in 1989 and the Schengen Agreement, Europe has 
experienced the dissolution of borders. Germany had removed the massive line of defenses and walls 
that had been built up over the Cold War. Residents in Europe are free to cross borders away from 
fixed checkpoints. It is a process of homogenization in cultural, social and economical domain that 
led to the creation of border-less Europe. It enables multiple systems and networks of free move-
ment of capital, information, goods and labor. Following the progression globalization where global 
technologies of communication and exchange in the virtual realm are increasing, many borders are 
vanishing. On the opposite situation, however, some borders are becoming overtly confrontational. 
Borders reinforcement also has emerged throughout the world as in Israel-Palestine or the US-Mex-
ico border. Concrete wall with electrified fencing had been built up between Israel and Palestine that 
leads to road closure, loss of land and increased difficulty in accessing medical, educational services, 
and economic effect. Border fortification was built to reduce illegal immigration and trade to the Unit-
ed States from Mexico. In both of the scenarios, architectural border has the potential to become 
an infrastructural site of speculation that propose new political, programmatic and spatial paradigm.
BORDER PHENOMENA
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Analysis of Border Typology:
BORDER AS A ZONE
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BORDER PHENOMENA
 Borders, specifically political borders are often thought of as a hard line of various shapes 
that demarcate two or more entities. They are created for the purpose of security and control. Howev-
er, it subsequently creates divisions that are sometimes so deep and cannot be united. For example, 
created in the Korean War from the 1950s, the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Korea 
remains one that separates political systems, economic growth, ideology, even family members. 
 In other less extreme examples, the border becomes points of access control and the divi-
sion of social lifestyle. In the specific site between Shenzhen and Hong Kong --- China’s frontier of 
its Reform and Opening up Policy, lies an unmanned zone --- Front Closed Area (FCA) --- that has 
been a historical residue of the Colonization of Hong Kong by the UK. It is a forgotten space that still 
performs its original duty as a barrier to stop interactions and communications between the two sides 
although the specific function intended is no longer in need. On the Shenzhen side is a growing Mar-
ket Economy camouflaged with socialist coating; a thriving population immigration consists mainly of 
cheap labor, with limited democratic participation and low level social infrastructure in place. On the 
Hong Kong side we see a stale market that relies on boost backed up by the Central Government, an 
educated population that is already too dense, but a high level political awareness among the general 
public and well developed social welfare system. The Central Government has set a grand plan to 
merge the two cities into one metropolis by 2047, yet the question is how.
BORDER AS A ZONE
2.
ENCLAVE
2.1 A Tale of Two Cites
2.2 Current Condition
2.3 Government Policy and Merge Plan
2.4 Forms of Exchange
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ENCLAVE
[SHENZHEN]
[HONG KONG]
 Shenzhen was produced by borders, by drawing a line and defining a zone of exclusion. 
Its cityscape is the result of its vibrant economy made possible by rapid foreign investment under 
the policy of “reform and opening” establishment in late 1979. The city was created and built 
for the purpose of mediating between territories and in the long run to do away with the borders 
altogether. Transforming from a small fishing village in 1979 to a metropolis that registered 10.4 
million inhabitants and home to Chinese Stock Exchange, no urban area in the history has been 
built in such a fast pace. Demographic, territorial, economic, political, social and legal borders 
created this city in less than thirty-five years, and drive its further development. With all these in-
credibly fast changes, Shenzhen has inevitably become a city with an identity open to interpretation.
 Hong Kong is an autonomous territory on the southern coast of China. It became a British 
colony after the First Opium War (1839-42) and transferred to the People’s Republic of China on 30 
June 1997. This pieces of land with dynamic changes in landscape has developed into a major global 
trade hub and financial center. Hong Kong has barely left its youth on a city age scale. It was an infant 
prodigy at the turn of the 20th century, having grown from a small isolated military-cum-trading post 
on the north side of an inhospitable land island. The limited land created a unique dense urban form and 
one of the world’s most vertical cities with advanced infrastructure system and public transportation.
BRIEF HISTORY
 The China- Hong Kong border is a remnant of Second Convention of Peking signed in 1898. The physical 
border had experienced a period of instability and tension in history but gradually relaxed following the improve-
ment of political and economic relationship between the two sides. By 2047, 50 years after the 1997 handover 
of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong border was planned to expire, finally integrating the territory uninterruptedly into 
the Pearl River Delta megalopolis. The multi-level cooperation and exchange in academic, economic, and social 
domain has always been the top issues between the two areas. As the physical border has been incrementally 
dissolved over the years, virtual border and tension has been simmering between the residents in both sides. 
Hong Kong’s colonial past has created an identity crisis where people see a rigid delineation between “us” and 
“them”. The issue of identity is spilling into a more public forum these days. With the growth of cross-border 
marriage and number of pregnant women giving birth in Hong Kong, it emerge a daily migration of cross border 
students who were born and study in Hong Kong but live in mainland China. Chinese visitors also flocked to the city 
to buy not only luxury imported products but also daily grocery supplies like shampoo and toilet papers. In Hong 
Kong people’s eyes, these behaviors are exploitation of their resources and public benefits. They also blame the 
Chinese for causing a hike in real estate prices as more people from the mainland decide to invest in Hong Kong.
The daily migration of cross border students   Photo: SouthChinaMorningPost
Hong Kong protesters shun mainland shoppers  Photo: CNN
Visitors from mainland China wait in a queue with their goods at the border  Photo: CNN
Protesters railing for democracy carry British-era Hong Kong flags.  Photo: CNN
“The greatest fear Hong Kong People have is Hong Kong becoming just one more city in 
China.” Hong Kong is desperately protecting its identity as an international harbor with its 
own unique history and political system
[FRONTIER CLOSED AREA]
 The Frontier Closed Area is a borderland buffer zone that was established in 1951 to prevent 
illegal migration and black-market trade from mainland China. The total length of the boundary was 
about 19 miles and 11 square miles. It is fenced along its perimeter to serve as a buffer between 
the closed border and the rest of the territory. For anyone to enter the area, a Closed Area Permit is 
required. Over the years, this hidden green zone has evolved its own specific ecosystem and be-
came home to isolated villages, fishponds and a natural habitat for animals and plants. Government 
information showed the 57% of FCA land use is Hilly Terrain/ Natural Landscape, 20% is Agriculture 
and Flat Land, 10% is Wetland, 7% is Village Settlement, 4% is Cemeteries and 2% is Boundary 
Control Points.
 60 years later and the Frontier Closed Area has long since passed its initial architectural pur-
pose and function due to the fast economic growth in the side of mainland China, leaving behind a 
natural habitat largely untouched and hinders the development of the indigenous people on the land. 
It remained frozen in time. The FCA unexpectedly became a scarce green area of the zone between 
the fast-developing Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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ENCLAVE GOVERNMENT POLICY
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Smuggling
SHENZHEN
HONG KONGNew  SZ&HK  Borderland
 In this specific site of SZ & HK, the thickened border land is a zone of exception that is defined by a collection of existing and potential activities such as legal passage, smuggling, urban farming, cross-border 
goods exchange, mass entertainment, social gathering and habitat preservation. The new social hybrid it generates becomes distinguishable enough to establish its own identity marked by amalgamation, exchange 
and excitement. I propose this new thickened borderland as the apparatus that proliferates to challenge the problematic social norms of both SZ & HK and eventually facilitates the dissolution of border between the 
two cities. 
ENCLAVE FORMS OF EXCHANGE
2) Ways of goods exchange
3. Subtopic
Ways of goods exchange includes cash payment, futures contract and barter economy. 
a)Levels of intimacy, how trust is established in each case, and whether authority is needed to ensure market fairness, if yes, who should perform this role?
b)What space best allows for fast-pace and open exchange
c) Study behavioral pattern of various kinds of activities that could happen in the border zone such as 
 1) Trading: Goods transporting from both sides  
 2) Educational: Cross border students
 3) Border Control & Custom Clearance 
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2) Ways of goods exchange
3. Subtopic
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ENCLAVE GOODS/SERVICE COMPONENTS
 The government plan should not been deemed as some idealistic vision superimposed by 
urban planning officials, what it does is to help facilitate a future whose foundation is built upon 
intrinsic qualities of the two cities. The merge does not come out of nowhere, instead, it is a variety of 
constant exchange happening along the border between Shenzhen and Hong Kong that make this sort 
of plan possible. In fact, the border is characterized by the exchange.
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Cross-Border Production Structure
GOODS/SERVICES COMPONENTS
COMMODITIES AND LABOR EXCHANGE
CROSS-BORDER PRODUCTION STRUCTURE
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Cross-border Facilities
 The first and foremost form of exchange is the border-crossing activity itself -- the flow of 
people from one side to the other doing business, sightseeing or simply shopping. Part of the goods 
and ideas they carry stay at their destination; and more stuff got brought back on their return jour-
ney. Custom at the cross-border facilities is the place where this exchange is finalized; i.e. the goods 
having left the previous place, got properly registered on the other side, thus completing the process 
of exchange.
Goods/services Components
People Components
 Border Agency Staff - a space to work
 Visitor - a place to shop and a public transportation
 On-site Villager - a spac  t  s ll an  a public transportation
 Migrant Worker - a space to live, eat, a place to do job hunting
 Truck Driver - a place to stop and rest
 Student - a place to play / for fun
 Smuggler - a space to exchange / make transaction
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ENCLAVE STRATEGY
 I propose to read border as a zone, a spaces with thickness and depth. The new dimension 
presents the opportunity to formulate a new identity for the border zone, one that deliberately dis-
tinguishes from and openly challenges those of the entities the border separates. The border land, 
instead of being a line of simple access control, can come to contain programs and functions, which 
would only be possible on the land in between. The border zone between Shenzhen and Hong Kong 
could be a state of exception, one that is not necessarily bound by rules and regulations applied to 
either side. It would become a liberal space for exchanges --- an apparatus for the dissolution of di-
visions. This thesis explores the controlled border as a zone that opens up gradually through multiple 
phases and forges a new social hybrid characterized not only by cross-border personnel and border 
control crew, but also incorporates aspects of everyday life. The architecture would primarily house a 
massive scale commodity and labor exchange, which is designed to allow fast-pace and open trans-
actions and welcomes business by all. An amalgamation of programs that service the different users 
are attached to the main facility as add-ons, which can be altered to accommodate changes in the 
needs in the future. It is in this manner that the concept of border becomes diminished and the zone 
evolves into an enclave of continuous social exchange.
Koolhaas, Rem. “EXODUS, OR THE VOLUNTARY PRISONERS OF ARCHITECTURE.” 
Easterling, Keller. Extrastatecraft: The Power of Infrastructure Space
ENCLAVE PRECEDENTS
 
 
 The border zone between SZ and HK is an interstitial space that falls outside of normative 
regulatory frameworks and through having such status, offers alternatives to predominant modes of 
development, in habitation and occupation. In Exodus, or the voluntary prisons of architecture, Kool-
hass examines how an architecture of physical division takes on a political agenda and transforms 
urban density and occupancy pattern via socio-psychological measures. This could potentially serve 
as the theoretical base of this thesis as to how architecture in the border zone may start to influence 
people’s behavior of both Shenzhen and Hong Kong. More recently Keller Easterling also wrote about 
emerging relationships between architecture and transnational globalization updated the concept of 
the exclusion zone.
 “Spatial products that incubate in several species of zone-outlaw enclave formations or “parks” ….[focused] 
on the instrumentality of duplicity, the preference for manipulating both state and non-state sovereignties-for alternately 
releasing and laundering power and identity to create the most advantageous political or economic climate. It follows 
transnational forces as they seek out relaxed extra-jurisdictional forces (SEZs, FTZs, EPZs etc.) while also massaging 
legislation in the various states they occupy (NAFTA,GATT). Various enclave forms with various legal parameters, merge 
and hybridize to create new legal habitats like free trade knowledge villages and special economic tourist zones. They are 
the aggregate unit of many new global conurbations and the mechanism for a mongrel form of exception.” 
3.
URBAN METABOLISM
 Multiple-phase master planning of large scale 
infrastructure tapping into the governmental plan to merge 
Shenzhen and Hong Kong by 2047, after the commodity 
and labor exchange has concluded its mission (assuming 
there’s a time when Shenzhen and Hong Kong will have 
equal access to resources and social welfare), how the 
space could be converted? What program, who is the 
user and how it might be set to tackle the next phase of 
eliminating divisions, on a political and ideological level?
3.1 Current Density/ Space Occupancy     
      Pattern
3.2 Metabolism
3.3 Envisioning the new border zone
FRONTIER 
CLOSED 
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URBAN METABOLISM
 
 
 In a way, this border land has the potential to become the apparatus for social change on this 
specific site. It is possible to maintain the fragile balance or unstable condition of the exclusion zone 
of the border between SZ and HK as an enduring and dynamic entity as a political, economic, cultural 
or social space of difference. The border zone allows different modes of development and organization 
of space that re-order the pre-existent patterns, activities, separations, and division. Ultimately the ex-
clusion zone which by nature is disconnected from the surrounding urban fabric will begin to develop 
or rather evolve at its own rate or speed according to its own specific balances, inputs and outputs.
CURRENT DENSITY/SPACE OCCUPANCY PATTERN
THE BORDER-CROSSING 
EXPERIENCE
URBAN METABOLISM
 Looking at the space occupancy pattern of the Front Closed Area, one can easily identify the 
strips of density connecting border-crossing facilities and along major transportation splines. This 
concentration of population and development is contrasted by large pieces of contiguous undevel-
oped land in between the border-crossing routes. This is hardly accidental. The Hong Kong East Rail 
Line starts from Lo Wu and Lok Ma Chau --- both of them cross-border checkpoints --- has the first 
scheduled stop at Sheung Shui Township, skipping the Front Closed Area by its entirety. Other three 
Port Control Points all have road crossings for freight flow, however, none of the expressways has exit 
out to the Front Closed Area either. The idea of express arrival to the designated destinations by both 
visitors and freight effectively precludes any opportunity of development in the area. Furthermore, the 
conventional approach to build the border-crossing facilities from the two sides next to each other --- 
close to the Shenzhen border --- is problematic in this context as it minimizes the visitor’s time spent 
in the in-between border zone and thus limits any potential interaction.
CURRENT DENSITY/SPACE OCCUPANCY PATTERN
URBAN METABOLISM
  Cher Zhuocen Yao 
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The border is a divided fiction that, dependent on the desired type of spatial and 
social organization, gives rise to a particular material form. It is a place where the forces 
of production and migration meet in narrow channels, forming a marginalized territory of 
contested enclaves, buffer zones, military areas, protective strips and no man’s land: an 
intensified supply and negotiation space.  
On a macro level, although this thesis does not intend to design master plan for 
the Front Closed Area as it evolves with the merge of Shenzhen and Hong Kong, the 
specific architectural proposal is envisioned to happen with the guide of Metabolist 
Urbanism principles. “At the root of Metabollist urban utopias was a particular notion of 
‘city as process.’ This idea stood in opposition to the modernist paradigm of city design 
and led to such radical design concepts as artificial land, urban structuring, marine 
civilization and metabolic cycle.”1 Any potential development of the Front Closed Area 
would depart from traditional theories of city planning. As an enclave, it should be 
approached “as a living organism consisting of elements with different metabolic cycles: 
some are persistent while others tend to be ephemeral. This notion of growth and 
change at the scale of the city ultimately overthrew traditional theories of city planning 
and demanded a redefinition of several critical relationships in design order / chaos, 
permanence / transience, collective / individual and planning / spontaneity.”2   
 
On a micro level, a set of relationships between different players on the site, i.e. 
the metabolic cycles referred to above is illustrated below. These relationships might 
include: 
  
The Government On-site Villager Surrounding Urban 
Resident 
   
Investor / Developer Cross-Border Personnel Migrant Worker 
   
Factory Owner / Employer Border Control Staff Smuggler 
   
 
It is in housing the activities necessitated by these metabolic cycles (either 
mutually beneficial or mutually exclusive relationships) that Architecture comes into play. 
However, it lies at the core of this thesis proposal to identify, restore, establish and 
maintain these relationships via the creation of Architecture. Specifically, the 
Architectural proposal looks to develop a Commodity and Goods Exchange facility that is 
embedded as part of the cross-border infrastructure. By embracing the duality of 
permanence / transience, the proposal attempts to accommodate various existing and 
proposed activities through a modular approach. Echoing the master plan concept 
envisioned, the architecture itself is treated as a process that evolves as its program 
spaces grow and diminish. 
 
3. Subtopic  
 
1) Exclusion Zone  
                                                          
1 Zhongjie Lin, Kenzo Tange and the Metabolist Movement: Urban Utopias of Modern Japan, Routledge, NY 2010, 
P2. 
2 Zhongjie Lin, Kenzo Tange and the Metabolist Movement: Urban Utopias of Modern Japan, Routledge, NY 2010, 
P2. 
 The border is a divided fiction that, dependent on the desired type of spatial and social organi-
zation, gives rise to a particular material form. It is a place where the forces of production and migra-
tion meet in narrow channels, forming a marginalized territory of contested enclaves, buffer zones, 
military areas, protective strips and no man’s land: an intensified supply and negotiation space. 
On a macro level, although this thesis does not intend to design master plan for the Front Closed Area 
as it evolves with the merge of Shenzhen and Hong Kong, the specific architectural proposal is envi-
sioned to happen wit  the guide f Metabolist Urba ism principles. “At the root of Metabolist urban 
utopias was a particular notion of ‘ ity as process.’ This idea stood in opposition to the modernist 
paradigm of city design and led to such radical design concepts as arti icial land, urban structuring, 
marine civilization and metabolic cycle.”  Any potenti l development of the Front Closed Area would 
depart from traditional theories of city planning. As an enclave, it should be approached “as a living 
organism consisting of elements with different metabolic cycles: some are persistent while others 
tend to be ephemeral. This notion of growth and change at the scale of the city ultimately overthrew 
traditional theories of city planning and demanded a redefinition of several critical relationships in 
design order / chaos, permanence / transience, collective / individual and planning / spontaneity.”  
On a micro level, a set of relationships between different players on the site, i.e. the metabolic cycles 
referred to above is illustrated below. These relationships might include:
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Metabolic Cycle Relationship Between Players
URBAN METABOLISM
 It is in housing the activities necessitated by these metabolic cycles (either mutually beneficial 
or mutually exclusive relationships) that Architecture comes into play. However, it lies at the core of 
this thesis proposal to identify, restore, establish and maintain these relationships via the creation of 
Architecture. Specifically, the Architectural proposal looks to develop a Commodity and Goods Ex-
change facility that is embedded as part of the cross-border infrastructure. By embracing the duality 
of permanence / transience, the proposal attempts to accommodate various existing and proposed 
activities through a modular approach. Echoing the master plan concept envisioned, the architecture 
itself is treated as a process that evolves as its program spaces grow and diminish.
METABOLISM
EXCLUSION NODES
BORDER POROSITY
METABOLISM
Multiple-phase Master Planning of 
Large Scale Infrastructure
THE BORDER-CROSSING 
EXPERIENCE
URBAN METABOLISM
 The cross-border waiting time typically ranges from 30 min to over 1 hour. However, this only 
includes immigration inspection and custom declaration and does not take into account of time spent 
for shopping and transportation. There is considerable amount of time spent in a relatively restricted 
space. This thesis proposes to elongate visitors’ experience and displace the duration in the border 
zone by relocating the Hong Kong border checkpoints to the other side of the Front Closed Area and 
slicing and redistributing the border-crossing experience onto the extended routes. By so doing, the 
routes would come to physically engage the full depth of the undeveloped land, expanding the amount 
of space . More importantly, the duration of visitors’ in-between status becomes so substantial as to 
be able to register a new type of space to accommodate related activities. 
CURRENT DENSITY/SPACE OCCUPANCY PATTERN
ENVISIONING THE NEW
BORDER ZONE
URBAN METABOLISM
 This thesis capitalizes on this opportunity to propose a linear infrastructure on these bor-
der-crossing routes as a prototype and agency to stimulate the development of surrounding areas. On 
one end area the current facilities in Shenzhen that are located against the border line --- north bound-
ary of the Front Closed Area; on the other end are newly proposed Hong Kong immigration inspection 
and custom located near town centers and village communities on the south boundary. They serve as 
starting points of the linear infrastructure; it is from these existing or new structures that modules of 
extension starts to grow and reproduce in a linear manner attempting (through multiple phases) to cut 
across the depth of the border land and meet in the middle. The extension modules will provide for 
spatial needs for the various group of cross-border personnels amid the process.
ENVISIONING THE NEW BORDER ZONE
4.
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS A PROTOTYPE
4.1 A Place for Free Exchange
4.2 Exchange Mechanism
4.3 Exaggeration
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE
Informal Smugglers Market
EXCHANGE MECHANISM
Fresh and Perishable Farmers Market
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE
Storage Service
EXCHANGE MECHANISM
Trading Floor
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE
Urban Farming
EXCHANGE MECHANISM
Internet Free Access
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE
Capsule Hotel /Housing
EXCHANGE MECHANISM
Labor Market/ Exchange Ground
Milan Station
Samsonite
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SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE
Street Market
EXCHANGE MECHANISM
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE A PLACE  FOR FREE EXCHANGE
SUPERSTRUCTURE AS PROTOTYPE A PLACE  FOR FREE EXCHANGE
INFRA
STRUCTURE
WATER
TOWER
 These linear infrastructure splines serve as nodes of urban expansion. They run perpendicular 
to the east-west axis of the Front Closed Area and can have substructures as branches / shoots to 
expand in the horizontal direction, creating order of primary and secondary development in a network 
that would eventually radiate the entire area. A high-speed rail transit is envisioned to link the border 
facilities on both ends
Short Section A
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Short Section B
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